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After Negotiations 

 
 

 
Vaccination: 
GUSD is agreeable about facilitating vaccination appointments for members, and claims that all 
elementary educators will receive an invitation by the end of today to be vaccinated during the first week in 
March. GTA is waiting for the District to sign our proposed Side Letter of Agreement regarding full 
vaccination before returning to campus; this would mean that educators would not be required to return to 
campus any earlier than April 12, 2021. 
 
Other matters of safety: 
The District confirmed that they plan for some students to belong to multiple cohorts and/or stable groups 
for a combination of in-person instruction, tech learning pods, and aftercare. They said that they have 
been assured that this is in accordance with county guidance. The District’s proposed instructional 
schedule would require teachers to supervise snack/breakfast in the classroom, necessitating students to 
remove their masks indoors. Eating outdoors may be arranged and coordinated by the principal and may 
not be feasible for all classrooms. There will be one LVN on each elementary campus, but the district is 
not hiring any additional nurses.   
 
Sustainable Working Conditions: 
The District’s proposed instructional schedule requires concurrent instruction from 8:20 until dismissal time 
every day, except Wednesday which will be fully remote. All live interaction (in-person or remote) would 
occur before lunch so that in-person students can be dismissed at lunchtime, before eating. Teacher prep 
time would be reduced as much as 35 minutes because teachers would provide supervision before school 
and during breakfast/snack, leaving no designated time between 8:00 and 11:25 (or 11:40 for TK/K) for 
teachers to use the restroom. TK/K teachers would not get a recess/break at all.  
 
Equitable Instruction: 
While the District proposed that teachers would have flexibility over the means and methods by which they 
employ concurrent instruction, they resist allowing teachers to run the in-person instruction using the same 
tools as distance learning students would use. They described a model where students learning remotely 
will log in to Zoom and watch a livestream of whole class instruction, rather than all students logging onto 
zoom together. 

 


